Comments to the Inspector on the Landscape Sensitivity report (Document
EX156) submitted by Welwyn Hatfield Council to the Local plan Examination.
This report, whilst informative and well documented does not seem to know what
purpose it serves.
In 1.3 it is stated that “The overall aim of this study was to undertake a robust and
transparent comparative assessment of landscape sensitivity by landscape character area,
to inform decision making in relation to site selection as part of the Local Plan review
process” yet in 1.4 “The study concentrates on understanding the sensitivities to residential
development and does not address potential landscape capacity in terms of quantity of built
development”
The first of these statements sounds like it will produce a report which will be useful in
ruling in or out various sites that are being assessed, yet the second statement
acknowledges that there is no account taken of the overall size and therefore impact of
development on the Landscape.
Throughout the report, there are sections which allow judgement to be made on specific
landscapes, but contain sentences to the effect that developing a part of the area won’t
affect the landscape. If exceptions are always allowed, there is little point in defining areas
where development would be inadvisable.
In 1.13 policy SADM 16 of the submitted plan is quoted:
“Proposals will be expected to help conserve and enhance the borough's natural and historic
landscape and sit comfortably within the wider landscape setting. Proposals will be assessed
for their impact on landscape features to ensure that they conserve or improve the
prevailing landscape quality, character and condition. Proposals should take full account of
the relevant Landscape Character Assessment and adopt the strategy and guidelines for
managing change set out therein.”
Yet many proposed sites do not do this and by ignoring the scale of development as a factor
in its effect on the landscape they are ignoring one of the most important aspects
In 2.2 it states that “In some cases one criterion alone may be sufficient to result in a
judgement of high sensitivity but more often the judgement is informed by a number of
criteria.”
This implies that there are really no points that are considered show stoppers that would
preclude development. Is this an appropriate assessment method?
It is hard to escape the conclusion, raised in previous submissions to the Examination in
Public, that reports commissioned by the Council are being constructed in a manner that
allows subjective support for predetermined allocations of sites.

Specific Points:
N.B. Numbering on diagram 3.1 is incorrect in segment 34 and labels 33 and 32
are missing. Also the High harm colouring is not distinguishable from
Moderate-High harm.
Area 31 includes part of Symondshyde and Hat1. The potential scale of
development is NOT ASSESSED.
We are concerned that due attention is given to the highlighted sentences below
during the site selection process.
Key Sensitivities and mitigation potential of
area 31

To minimise adverse impact on landscape and visual
character, development proposals should:
• Protect and conserve the pockets of BAP Priority Habitat
deciduous woodlands, as well as other large areas of
semi-natural or restored habitats associated with past
mineral extraction.
• Retain the rural agricultural character.
• Limit development within visually prominent areas that
have an open character.
• Consider potential to enhance landscape character
through restoration of mineral workings.

Key Sensitivities and Mitigation Potential on
the edge of Hatfield (31a)

To minimise adverse impact on landscape and visual
character, development proposals should:
• Limit development within visually prominent areas that
have an open character.
• Preserve the extensive public access enjoyed in this
area.
• Preserve BAP Priority Habitat deciduous woodland as
well as other small copses.
Key sensitivities and mitigation potential (32)
To minimise adverse impacts on landscape and visual
character, development proposals should:
•Maintain the wooded ridgeline on the west and east
facing slopes.
•Minimise encroachement on the elevated parts of the
landscapethat are visually prominent (particularly those
with limitedhedgerow boundaries).
•Preserve the rural and tranquil perceptual qualities.
•Retain areas of BAP Priority Habitat deciduous woodland
which alsocharacterise the skyline.
•Maintain the extensive network of public rights of way
includingthe Hertfordshire Way Long Distance Footpath.

Many of the features of this area (parcel 31/32) are very similar to the areas
around Essendon which are block rated as high. Are the ratings consistent?

Assessment of section 35a (west of Welwyn Village seems too low a harm
rating given that the slope of the fields make this highly visible.
Section 45 surrounds WGC and is very varied
Landscape area 45a seems very open to have only a moderate rating and
again, the potential scale of development has not been assessed, nor has any
consideration been given to potential development in E. Herts, which may be
considered to overwhelm the landscape with buildings.
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